NETWORK PERFORMANCE
DRIVES BUSINESS PERFORMANCE
Your network now underpins every customer interaction and business
transaction, as well as your employees’ productivity. But many New
Zealand businesses are still relying on outdated and unsupported
network infrastructure that is needlessly holding their business back,
and could be exposing them to an evolving array of cyber threats.
In 2018, cybersecurity incidents reported to CERT NZ1 increased by
over 200%, with financial losses increasing from $5.3 to $14.1m.

Network as a Service (NaaS) –
Optimising cost and performance

Digital business demands
network connectivity

To stay relevant and competitive in globalised
marketplaces, NZ businesses need to
transform their network and empower
their workforce. That’s why Softsource has
designed our market-leading Network as a
Service (NaaS) solution.

Digital technology’s contribution to New
Zealand’s GDP is set to jump from 6% in 2018
to 55% by 2021– adding an additional $9.6
billion to the economy - IDC.

For a simple monthly fee, this fully
scalable solution:

To seize the opportunities of a digital economy,
modern networks need to adapt to meet
the demands of big data, cloud, mobility, IoT,
BYOD, and XaaS (Everything as a Service).

·· removes network management complexity
(and headaches) from your daily grind

As network traffic increases, IT departments
need to find new ways to:

·· delivers advanced security and
peace of mind

·· improve scalability
·· simplify management

·· optimises network operations for increased
capacity, flexibility and performance

·· bolster security

·· increases service velocity

·· reduce costs

·· lowers operational costs while freeing up
IT personnel

·· deliver value-added services
·· leverage emerging technologies

1. https://www.cert.govt.nz/
assets/Uploads/Quarterlyreport/2018-summary/
certnz-2018-summaryreport.pdf
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Offload your network to
the specialists

Leveraging a software-defined
network (SD-WAN)

Softsource’s flexible and cost-effective
WANaaS and LANaaS solutions meet the
high-bandwidth and dynamic demands of
today’s applications. Tailored to meet your
specific business requirements, our NaaS
solution includes a combination of:

Incorporating HPE Aruba’s software-defined
network and leveraging Softsource’s expertise
and transformational services, our
NaaS solution:

·· network devices such as switches, routers
and access points

·· unlocks operational efficiency while
lowering costs

·· management platform – web portal
with access to traffic data

·· reduces complexity and unnecessary
burden on IT teams

·· proactive network monitoring
and management

·· increases performance & reduces
cost with SD-WAN
technology

·· enables increased service velocity

·· highly-responsive support services
·· industry-leading security and analysis

Delivering advanced security
and peace of mind
Most small to mid-sized businesses
have very little certainty around their
network security and the multitude of
vulnerabilities they face. Threats to your
network and critical business data can
come from any combination of viruses,
malware, cyberattacks, and even your
own employees.
Softsource’s NaaS solution incorporates
advanced security monitoring to suit
your needs and budget. Using the latest
Aruba technology and drawing on artificial
intelligence (AI) to identify changes in
data access and user behaviour, Softsource
NaaS arms you with actionable intelligence
about potential attacks and breaches before
they get past your security measures.

Network Transformation Services
Softsource’s Network Transformation Services
improves performance and reduces risk
with an end-to-end strategy for optimised
efficiency, flexibility and scalability. We have a
wealth of experience and expertise in rapidly
transforming Wide Area/Local Area enterprise
networks through industry-leading tools and
methodologies, standardised templates, and
advanced technologies.

Where to start
Simply book a consultation with a Softsource
Network Specialist to discuss your current
capabilities and strategic direction. Our
team of network experts will then make
recommendations, and architect the best
solution to meet your specific requirements
and budget. Phone or email now to get started:
09 918 3712 or sales@softsource.co.nz.

Why Softsource and Aruba?
Combining Softsource’s unparalleled consulting capabilities with HPE Aruba’s industryleading technology allows us to deliver innovative solutions that transform, enable and
protect your business.
The Softsource promise is:

“To make our customer’s life easier, and their organisations
more productive and efficient.”
We would love to help your business transform your network so you can empower your
workforce and deliver better service to your customers, so please give us a call.
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